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Two years ago The University of North Carolina at
Greensboro (UNCG) launched its Journal Finder service,
a program aimed at providing library users comprehen-
sive and unmediated access to journal literature.
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 Since
its introduction in August 2001, Journal Finder has
grown and evolved. Over that two-year period, its fea-
tures and capabilities have been expanded, enhanced,
and refined. At the same time, seventeen other academic
institutions in North and South Carolina have adopted
Journal Finder as a primary service program, allowing
users comprehensive access to journal articles, whether
print or electronic, through a single interface. By these
several indications, Journal Finder appears to have met a
real need in the research life of faculty and students.
Whether one looks at its use within UNCG, at its con-
tinued evolution and enhancement, or at its spread to
other academic institutions, Journal Finder has enjoyed
significant initial success. This growth and success are
consistent with recent reports in the literature that indi-

cate that linking to full-text journal articles—either in-
ternally within a database, or externally from an outside
source—is a burgeoning phenomenon, one that clearly
suggests that information users find significant benefit in
this kind of dynamic linking capability.
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User Perceptions

 

Journal Finder’s fundamental value lies in its broad util-
ity to information seekers. Journal literature is a primary
source of information for the researcher, teacher, and stu-
dent.
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 Therefore, a service with a single interface, that
can provide a library’s patrons access to 

 

any

 

 journal
article, whether print or electronic, whether owned by
the library or not, regardless of the patron’s location, is
powerfully useful. During Journal Finder’s brief exist-
ence, users have repeatedly commented on its value and
praised its utility. For example, in a recent letter written
to the library, Dr. Timothy Johnston, dean of the College
of Arts & Sciences at UNCG, offered the following Jour-
nal Finder testimonial, which speaks not only to Journal
Finder’s helpfulness, but also to its central features:

 

Before Journal Finder was developed and implemented on the
Library’s Web page, one often had to check several indexes to
determine how to access an article from a particular journal.
Electronic subscriptions were generally listed only in the data-
base through which the Library subscribed to the journal and
as subscriptions changed, it became increasingly difficult to
know where to look to find out if an article could be accessed
electronically. For someone like myself, whose research spans
several academic disciplines (psychology, biology, history,
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philosophy), it was almost impossible to stay familiar with all
the subscriptions the library had available through different
services. I sometimes found that I had made a needless trip to
the Library, or waited for an Interlibrary Loan to arrive, when
I could have accessed the article immediately from my desktop,
had I known that we subscribed electronically, and been able
to check the correct database.

With Journal Finder, all that has changed. All I need to do is
enter the journal title into Journal Finder and I am immediately
informed about all the options for accessing it. If we have an
electronic subscription, one or two more clicks connect me to
the service and I can be reading the article on my screen in a
matter of seconds. (In some cases, links in the article I am read-
ing will connect me through Journal Finder to full-text ver-
sions of the sources cited.) If we do not have an electronic sub-
scription, Journal Finder tells me whether we have the print
version in the library (or tells if PPV access is available); and if
we do not, it connects me to the Interlibrary Loan page so that
I can place an order. Journal Finder is completely transparent
for the user—I can use it without knowing how we subscribe
to a journal and without having to keep track of what on-line
service provides electronic access to the journal I want to con-
sult. This allows me to use my time more productively, concen-
trating on searching for relevant articles and reading them.
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Partnerships

 

Development of a Partnership Program

 

Once Journal Finder was developed and fully opera-
tional at UNCG, the staff who created the service real-
ized that the labor-intensive activity involved in populat-
ing its primary structural component, the electronic
journals database, could (and should) be shared with
other libraries. For at least two reasons, this sharing
seemed particularly appropriate for academic libraries
within North Carolina. Because of their similar missions,
these institutions would naturally have a significant
amount of overlap with respect to the full-text databases
they subscribed to. In addition, they all had access to a
common set of electronic databases provided by a state-
wide program, NC LIVE (North Carolina Libraries for
Virtual Education).
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 As a consequence, the library at
UNCG developed specific forms of collaboration with
other institutions for sharing the benefits of Journal
Finder. These forms of collaboration have resulted in sev-
enteen Journal Finder “partners.”

 

Methods of Partnership

 

Basically, there are two forms of Journal Finder collabo-
ration or partnership: the consulting model and the
hosted model. In the consulting model, UNCG shares all
basic components of the Journal Finder service—data-
base, database structure, tables, scripting software,
etc.—with the partner institution. The partner institu-
tion then assumes responsibility for assembling these
components in ways that are most appropriate for that
institution. The partner institution pays a one-time fee,
but ongoing consultation, upgrades, major new enhance-
ments, etc., continue to be shared. This model was pri-

marily developed for relatively large institutions, mainly
those with the technical infrastructure to operate Journal
Finder independently.

As the name suggests, “hosted” partnering is a means
for institutions to participate in Journal Finder in a much
more supported way. On the hosted model, UNCG es-
sentially provides the Journal Finder service for the part-
ner institution by creating a separate database table
structure for each hosted institution. Under this arrange-
ment, UNCG furnishes all basic components of Journal
Finder, including customized programming for inter-
faces, linking to and from external databases and online
catalogs, all shared electronic journal data, all hardware
and software, a sophisticated reporting module, and on-
going training and support. As collaborators, “hosted”
institutions do have some responsibilities with regard to
providing holdings and URL data for electronic titles not
held by UNCG. They also assist with linking to aggrega-
tor products and by providing appropriate authentica-
tion capabilities.

 

Benefits of Partnership

 

For libraries that become Journal Finder hosted partners,
the benefits are considerable. The overriding benefit, of
course, is that they are provided “one-stop shopping” for
their patrons who are seeking journal literature. Though
many of the specific benefits will be explored in subse-
quent sections of this article, a summary listing of some
of Journal Finders’ primary beneficial features will be
useful at this point:

1. It includes local holdings, regional print holdings,
interlibrary loan, document delivery, e-journals,
pay-per-view titles (if desired), and an expanding
set of free full-text journal sources.

2. It is highly customizable, with each hosted partner
able to decide how it wants the Journal Finder in-
terface to look and function.

3. It provides accurate holdings data for e-journals to
which UNCG subscribes, as well as for free, high
quality journals.

4. It provides alternate titles for all journals for
which UNCG has e-journal or print holdings.

5. It provides all necessary hardware and software
for providing the service.

6. It provides ILS and OpenURL linking capabilities.
7. It provides a number of usage reports, many of

them available via real-time Web access.
8. It provides multiple forms of training and support,

including on-site (if needed), telephone, e-mail,
partner listserv, annual meeting, etc.

Both methods of institutional partner participation in
Journal Finder involve the payment of a fee. The one-
time consulting fee is based on the degree and scope of
consulting needed, and thus varies from situation to sit-
uation. Hosted partners pay an annual fee of one dollar
per FTE (full-time equivalent) student. University of
North Carolina system institutions receive a 50 percent
discount to both the consulting or hosted fee. To date,
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Journal Finder has one consulting partner and seventeen
hosted partners throughout North and South Carolina.

 

One among a Number
of Link Resolver Services

 

As originally conceived and implemented, Journal Finder
provides a single interface and service through which a li-
brary user can access journal literature, whether owned
by the library in print or full-text electronic form; avail-
able from an aggregator service to which the library sub-
scribes, through interlibrary loan or an external docu-
ment delivery service; or available through pay-per-view
options. In addition, Journal Finder provides links to
these comprehensive access options from external refer-
ence databases, aggregator services, and from the online
catalog.

Through dynamic linking using OpenURL
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 technol-
ogy, Journal Finder intends to provide comprehensive,
unmediated access to journal literature in an integrated
fashion. This involves linking from different points of in-
formation entrée (e.g., Journal Finder search screen, on-
line catalog, aggregator databases, reference databases).
With the continuing growth of full-text electronic jour-
nals, the utility of this type of dynamic linking is evident.
Just as the demand for electronic journals has grown, the
demand for dynamic linking will continue to grow.
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 For
these reasons, Journal Finder takes its place among a
growing list of services that use the OpenURL frame-
work to provide similar types of dynamic linking be-
tween information sources, such as Ex Libris’ SFX, En-
deavor’s LinkFinderPlus, Serial Solutions’ Article Linker,
Innovative Interfaces’ WebBridge, and Openly Infor-
matic’s 1Cate.
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Experiences over the Past Two Years

 

Because of the long period over which it was developed,
calculating Journal Finder’s specific, cumulative dollar
costs would be difficult; nevertheless, UNCG’s Jackson
Library has dedicated significant resources to its cre-
ation, maintenance, and enhancement. There are the ob-
vious costs involved in providing the necessary under-
lying computer hardware. Though not trivial, these
hardware costs have not been high, adding little to the
library’s total budgeted expenditures for hardware. As
server storage capacity and processor speed increase
while machine costs stabilize or decline, presumably these
costs will become even less of a consideration. The ma-
jority of the resources for Journal Finder have come in
the form of staff time for planning and implementation.
From its modest beginnings as an electronic journals
database in 1998, Journal Finder has become a complex
and highly integrated journal access tool. The primary
intellectual force behind this creation and development
has been Tim Bucknall, assistant director for Informa-
tion Technologies and Electronic Resources at UNCG. In
addition, several library information technology staff
contributed to the technical development of its basic
database structure, and they continue to provide ongoing

maintenance support as well as program enhancements.
The electronic journals librarian and the serials cataloger
assumed, and continue to play, key roles in providing and
maintaining Journal Finder’s content and its links to the
online catalog.

At present, Journal Finder’s maintenance and devel-
opment require regular attention from at least five library
staff members. Although the total amount of time de-
voted to Journal Finder activities varies from week to
week, the average amount of time spent by each of these
staff is less than ten hours per week, except for the elec-
tronic journals librarian, who often spends more than 75
percent of her time on activities related to Journal Finder.
Anticipating that access to electronic journals will re-
main a key element in its support of academic programs,
the library intends to continue indefinitely this level of
staff support. This support will continue to come from
the library’s information technology unit, which now
numbers ten full-time staff. Recognizing the critical and
growing role played by technology in support of infor-
mation access and creation, the library is committed to
expanding its information technology unit as needed
to support Journal Finder and its future evolution.

 

Improvements to Journal Finder

 

Journal Finder was never intended to be a finished prod-
uct. Similar to commercial software products, library
staff are continuously modifying and improving it to
meet the needs of users and the partner institutions. Im-
provements are developed in-house and tested locally,
then implemented in UNCG’s Journal Finder for further
testing prior to release to the partners. Of course, each
partner has the option not to incorporate any of the new
features into their Journal Finder.

 

Advanced Searching.  

 

Journal Finder now has an “Ad-
vanced Search” page, which provides more options than
just the basic title search (Figure 1). The search engine
was developed in-house using ASP (Active Server Pages)
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scripts and SQL (Standard Query Language)
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 queries.
Advanced searching provides the ability to search for a
journal title that either “begins with” or “contains” the
entered search term or phrase, search by ISSN (Interna-
tional Standard Serial Number), and search for titles by

Figure 1. Advanced search screen (23 July 2003)
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subject area. The “begins with” title search provides the
same functionality as the basic search screen. The user
enters as much of the beginning of the title as they wish,
and Journal Finder returns any title that begins with that
word or phrase. The “contains” option permits users to
search for a word or phrase that is contained within any
part of the title. So, for example, entering a “contains”
search for “historical journal” will retrieve 

 

Cambridge
Historical Journal, Historical Journal of Film, Radio,
and Television

 

, and 

 

Loyola Student Historical Journal

 

,
among others.

The ISSN search was developed primarily at the re-
quest of UNCG library staff. It is used as a quick method
to retrieve a title when the ISSN is known. The ISSN must
be entered with the dash (-), but since some of the items
within Journal Finder do not have an ISSN (especially
Web-only journals), ISSN searching is often not the best
option.

The subject search is currently enabled for most of
UNCG’s journal holdings but primarily for electronic
journal titles. Subject searching for journal print hold-
ings can also be accomplished through the library cata-
log. Within Journal Finder, journal titles are assigned one
or more of the fifty-two subject areas loosely based upon
the academic disciplines at Journal Finder institutions.
Selecting a subject provides an alphabetized title list of
journals on that subject. This type of search can be espe-
cially useful to researchers who wish to know if the li-
brary has access to electronic journals in a particular dis-
cipline. Subject searching is increasingly vital as systems
accommodate larger numbers of journals.

 

Alternate Titles.  

 

In order to improve the success rate
for searches, alternative titles are added to the database.
For example, 

 

JAMA: The Journal of the American Med-
ical Association

 

 is listed within the database as any of
these entries:

 

JAMA Journal of American Medical Association
Journal of American Medical Association
J A M A Journal of American Medical Association
J A M A
JAMA The Journal of American Medical Association

 

Because alternate titles are in the database, users may enter
any of the title variations and still retrieve the proper
record. The alternate titles are stored within the database
in a secondary title field used only for searching. The title
that is displayed to the user is stored within the database
in the primary title field. Thus, all title variations are nor-
malized into a single, standardized display title.

 

OpenURL Link Resolver.  

 

One of the major improve-
ments developed by the Journal Finder programmers is
the ability to link from a citation within one subscription
database to the full-text within another subscription data-
base using OpenURL data contained within each. For ci-
tation databases that enable a link back to local holdings,
the citation database is configured to simply use the URL
to link to Journal Finder instead of the library catalog. If
the citation database allows the extraction of citation in-
formation as part of that URL (author, article title, jour-

nal title, volume, issue, page number, etc.), Journal
Finder can accept that data and then reformat it to create
a query into a full-text database to retrieve the entire ar-
ticle. This has worked extremely well, and has capital-
ized on the investment in both citation only and full-text
databases. For a demonstration of how this works,
please see the Journal Finder information page at http://
journalfinder.uncg.edu/demo/.

 

Changes to the Database Structure.  

 

Several changes to
the database structure were necessary to implement these
enhancements. Only the significant changes are noted
here. In the main titles table, the search title is separate
from the display title to allow searching on alternate
titles, but a user can still retrieve the standardized (i.e.,
display) title for the results list. In the electronic access
table, an embargo field tracks any embargos for specific
titles from database vendors. If an embargo is present,
an additional note displays to the user stating “Lack
most recent # months” in the “Full-Text Ends” column
(Figure 2).

The source database table now also contains a “rank”
and an indicator if the database is provided through the
NC LIVE service. The rank specifies the display order of
the source databases on the online access screen. Thus, if
the library wants to point users to more comprehensive
databases first, those databases rise to the top of the dis-
play list. By indicating if the source database is an NC
LIVE resource, the Journal Finder administrators can
more easily populate additional Journal Finders for the
North Carolina partners. Additionally, two tables were
added to maintain the log files. One is used to record
which e-journal and source database is used. The other
logs the date, journal title, and IP of the user to track on-
and off-campus access.

 

Changes to the ASP Scripts and SQL Queries.  

 

The
Journal Finder database does not accomplish much on its
own; it only holds the data and provides relationships be-
tween data elements. The user needs a method to get into
the data and extract what is needed. Both the Journal
Finder user and administrative interfaces use ASP scripts
and SQL queries to submit, search for, retrieve and dis-
play information from the database. These scripts and
queries are modified as needed to add functionality based
on changes made to the database table structure.

When a separate Journal Finder is created for a part-
ner site, in addition to creating the underlying database
structure, the Journal Finder programmers must also
create the unique ASP scripts and SQL queries that are

Figure 2. Example of embargo display (23 July 2003)
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appropriate for the partner site. Through modularization
of these scripts and queries, segments of the code can be
used for multiple purposes and multiple sites. The code
segments can then be “included” in any ASP script when-
ever they are needed. For example, the code that formats
and displays the search results list previously was con-
tained within both search-title.asp (used to search for
and retrieve results from the Journal Finder interface)
and catalog.asp (used to link from the online catalog
journal record to the Journal Finder data for that title).
Now the same search results code (inc-searchresults.asp) is
automatically added to both of these scripts using the
ASP “include” command. This enables the programmers
to easily modify the single code segments, while the
changes are immediately reflected in all of the pages that
use them.

 

Changes to the Administrative Interface.  

 

The adminis-
trative interface to Journal Finder has not changed sig-
nificantly. Access points, titles, subjects and electronic
sources can be created, edited or marked for deletion as
needed. More importantly, the modified structure permits
partner sites to administer their own Journal Finders.
Additionally, when a change is made to a resource within
the UNCG Journal Finder, ASP scripts automatically
check to see if the same resource is also provided in any
of the partner’s services. If found, the scripts automati-
cally update the partner’s Journal Finder as well.

 

Expanded Content

Free Resources.  

 

Journal Finder includes information
about free electronic journals since there are many to be
found worldwide. Currently the database has over 1,700
free electronic journals. Since these titles are publicly
available, they have also been added to the partner data-

bases. In the near future this data will be used to create a
publicly accessible resource specifically for free e-journal
discovery. It will likely contain search features similar to
Journal Finder, but have subject access as the main
searching variable.

 

Pay-Per-View Options.  

 

During 2002, Jackson Library
established electronic access to over 2,300 unsubscribed
journals through several pay-per-view vendors.

 

11

 

 UNCG’s
current vendors include American Institute of Physics,
EBSCO, FirstSearch, Ingenta, ScienceDirect, and Wiley
InterScience. The pay-per-view titles are only included in
Journal Finder if no other method of access exists or if
the pay-per-view coverage dates differ significantly from
other methods of access. This ensures that users do not
use pay-per-view when they have the option of getting
the same article via a subscription database. When users
select a link to a pay-per-view resource, they are first
prompted to authenticate. The subsequent steps they
take depend upon the vendor, but they are ultimately
provided the full-text article at no personal charge to
them. The library continues to subsidize all document de-
livery, pay-per-view, and interlibrary loan. For the most
recent fiscal year, Jackson Library spent approximately
$80,000.00 on these services.

 

Implications for UNCG

 

Administrative and Development Implications

 

Behind the public interface of Journal Finder lies a so-
phisticated administrative interface that requires a user-
name and password for access (Figure 3). Journal Finder
partners are provided with a unique administrative inter-
face, username, and password so that they can add,
delete, or edit titles and their access points and review

Figure 3. Administrative interface (23 July 2003)
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statistical data. This allows each partner to customize
their individual Journal Finder for their unique subscrip-
tions. Staff members can also add subjects and new elec-
tronic sources when needed. Additionally, several admin-
istrative queries can be run against the database. For
example, running the “titles accessed via a particular
source” query limited to titles from the APA (American
Psychological Association) PsycArticles database results
in a dynamically generated list that provides this infor-
mation. This is useful for quick editing of subscription
changes when they are provided by the vendor.

 

Statistics and What They Reveal.  

 

The administrative
functions of Journal Finder allow UNCG’s library staff
to view statistics related to access points and how users
are finding resources. The general database statistics pro-
vide the total number of unique titles within Journal
Finder (over 23,000 for UNCG as of 23 July 2003), the
number of electronic and print access points (over 24,000
and 20,000, respectively), the number of database vendors
(85), and the number of titles for each vendor.

Since all searches and subsequent selections are logged,
the Journal Finder database administrator has created re-
ports to view (1) electronic journal access statistics by
vendor, (2) journal access statistics for print holdings
within the library’s catalog, (3) access statistics by loca-
tion (to determine on- or off-campus), and (4) vendor ac-
cess statistics. Not only does this provide the number of
accesses for each vendor’s databases (e.g., EBSCO Mas-
terFILE Premier, 658 accesses during April 2003), but
also for each full-text title within each database (e.g.,

 

School Library Journal

 

, 19 accesses during April 2003).
These statistics are gathered whenever a user clicks on
the electronic access icon then selects a database from the
resulting list. Access statistics to print holdings within the
library catalog are also title specific. These are gathered
whenever a user clicks on the book icon.

Additionally, authorized Journal Finder content edi-
tors can run any number of SQL queries against the data
to help with administration. For example, content edi-
tors can view the cataloging information for all titles,
view titles with no hard copy available in the library,
view titles without subjects, and view the no-hits log. The
no-hits log records the search term(s) used for each un-
successful search. The electronic journals librarian re-
views this log routinely to determine which titles may
need to be ordered, which titles are associated with com-
mon misspellings or alternative word order, etc. In addi-
tion to the cumulative statistics, most of the reports and
queries can be limited to specific date ranges.

Jackson Library is collecting statistics generated from
Journal Finder to provide information for collection
management decisions. Titles that come free with print
or have an “up charge” (an additional fee for electronic
access while maintaining the print subscription) can be
monitored for usage. If online usage statistics are low
for a title, the collection management team may choose
to cancel this title. For example, the title 

 

Macroeco-
nomic Dynamics

 

 has only been accessed once for the
entire year in Journal Finder and will be canceled. If a
title has low usage in Journal Finder, then the print ver-

sion is a candidate for cancellation if required by budget-
ary considerations.

Statistics are also generated on how many times a cer-
tain database is accessed through Journal Finder. These
statistics can help with decisions on which databases or
bundled serial collections to keep. For example, the li-
brary purchased a bundled set of titles from PsycArticles
last year; UNCG’s statistics show that this set of titles
was used 7,385 times from 1 June 2002 to 1 June 2003.
When it is time to renew PsycArticles, the collection
management team will have usage statistics to justify that
this product is worth renewing.

 

What the Log Files Show.  

 

Another feature of the ad-
ministrative interface is the ability to track and view
the “No-Hits” log. The “No-Hits” log contains all of the
searches that have been tried from the Journal Finder
search page but that were unsuccessful. This log allows
the staff to view how the public is searching, what jour-
nal titles they are searching, and what patterns are
emerging. The staff has used this log to refine how Journal
Finder executes search queries. When a patron searches
for a title, the system now strips out all initial articles
(“a,” “an,” “the”) plus any “and” and “&” from the
search. For example, if a patron types in “The Journal of
Aerospace & Engineering,” the system automatically
strips “The” and “&” from the search. The log file also
indicated that titles with colons were not being found be-
cause most users typed in incorrect information after the
colons. To fix this problem, the programmers decided to
strip out from the search the colon and anything after it.
Since these enhancements were made to the searching
query, the “No-Hits” log primarily contains titles that
were misspelled or titles that are not accessible either
through subscription or pay-per-view.

The “No-Hits” log has also helped to identify alter-
native titles that patrons may search. For example, a title
search for “News Week” showed up in the log file. In
order for the patron to successfully find this magazine,
the staff added this title as an alternate title to 

 

Newsweek

 

in Journal Finder. The philosophy behind the “No-Hits”
log file is to make Journal Finder work for patrons and
assist them in successful queries, even when their think-
ing is fuzzy or their search strategy is not accurate.

 

Collection and Staffing Implications

Collection Management.  

 

Journal Finder has had an im-
pact on how the library provides access to serials. Be-
cause Journal Finder offers an easy way to access jour-
nals, there has been a change in philosophy within the
UNCG university and faculty. The library is now focus-
ing on adding more electronic journals and replacing
print with online-only subscriptions. Most of the li-
brary’s Blackwell Publishing titles have been changed
from print to online only. In fall 2003 faculty in the De-
partment of Chemistry planned to discuss replacing all
their American Chemical Society print journals with on-
line access only. Since statistics are so easy to track in
Journal Finder, the library has been able to provide faculty
members with usage information about their journals.
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Providing access to pay-per-view titles through Jour-
nal Finder has allowed tremendous expansion of the on-
line collection. The electronic journals librarian has been
tracking use of pay-per-view titles for over a year and re-
cently recommended new electronic subscriptions to fif-
teen journals. The statistics gathered on pay-per-view titles
allows collection management to discover which titles
are being heavily used and are needed for the collection.
In the journal 

 

Collection Management

 

, Thomas Nisonger
stated that “research has consistently shown, not surpris-
ingly, that access is more cost-effective for infrequently
used titles, while ownership is more effective for fre-
quently used items.”

 

12

 

 The authors concur. The library
purchased these fifteen recommended titles rather than
continuing to provide the option to purchase individual
articles.

 

Print Serials Use.  

 

Print serial usage has decreased in the
last five years due to the increased number of journals
available online through Journal Finder. The number of
journals the library is subscribing to in print is decreasing
while UNCG’s electronic subscriptions are increasing.
Throughout its history, the library has kept all current
periodicals in a mediated, closed-stack area. Patrons
have had to show their identification card to a staff mem-
ber who then retrieves the desired current periodical.
With the dramatic decline in print journal usage, there
are now plans to open this closed-stack area. When these
plans are implemented, most of the current periodicals
service desk staff will be reassigned to an expanded
access services unit.

 

Photocopying.  

 

Like many other academic libraries
around the country, Jackson Library has experienced a
dramatic decrease in the volume of photocopying done
on library-provided machines. In fact, in-house public
photocopying is less than half of what it was four years
ago and a mere fraction of what it was eight years ago.
Though electronic course reserves has contributed to this
decline, the aggressive addition of electronic, full-text
journals, which are easily located and accessed through
Journal Finder, has been the principal cause of this re-
duced activity. The decline in the use of photocopiers is
expected to continue over the next several years as elec-
tronic journals supplant print.

When library patrons at UNCG locate electronic ar-
ticles, they can download them onto diskettes, send them
to an e-mail account, or print them at a library or com-
puter center print station. In the past, Jackson Library
provided free printing for all library patrons. In fiscal
year 2002–2003, direct costs (i.e., printers, paper,
toner) for providing “free” printing were approximately
$25,000.00. Beginning in August 2003, charges for pub-
lic printing were implemented with a double-sided page
costing six cents.

 

Interlibrary Loan.  

 

With the option for interlibrary
loan prominently displayed with all search results, the li-
brary staff was concerned that interlibrary loan article
borrowing requests would increase. On the contrary,
UNCG library statistics show a decrease in article re-
quests since Journal Finder was introduced. When the ar-

ticle request statistics for the two years prior to Journal
Finder implementation were compared to the two years
following implementation, one can see a decrease of 12.2
percent in article requests. The library staff believes that
this decrease in interlibrary loan requests is due to the in-
troduction of Journal Finder and the access to pay-per-
view titles.

 

Document Delivery and Pay-Per-View.  

 

Document de-
livery is also a prominent option available through Jour-
nal Finder. This year articles ordered through an unme-
diated document delivery service have increased 26
percent, from 1,465 in 2000–2001 to 1,981 in 2002–
2003. Additionally, pay-per-view options were introduced
in Journal Finder in January 2002, and continue to be
popular with patrons. Since January 2002, over 1,750
articles have been delivered through pay-per-view. The
electronic journals librarian is continually monitoring
the use of current pay-per-view titles and is adding titles
to Journal Finder as they become available.

 

Staff Changes.  

 

Staff responsibilities have shifted over
the past two years, but no additional staff has been hired.
The electronic journals librarian now works with an as-
sistant whose main job responsibilities are to add, delete,
and edit content. This assistant also monitors and tracks
pay-per-view usage statistics. The serials cataloger and
the assistant serials cataloger now spend over 25 percent
of their time cataloging the electronic journals added to
Journal Finder. In the 2001–2002 academic year, they
cataloged 2,771 new electronic journal titles. In the
2002–2003 academic year, they cataloged 4,169 new
electronic journal titles, an increase of 50.4 percent in
one year. A single bibliographic record is used for each
title regardless of journal format.

 

Looking to the Future

 

When Journal Finder was introduced in 2001, library
staff expected that patrons would find the service helpful.
Usage figures gathered and user comments provided
since its introduction overwhelmingly support this ex-
pectation. During typical activity periods in the fall of
2002, Journal Finder was searched nearly 50,000 times
per month by information seekers at UNCG, signaling
robust activity. In addition, user comments collected in
spring 2003 as part of a comprehensive service quality
survey (Lib QUAL
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 indicated high levels of enthusi-
asm for Journal Finder. Comments such as “Journal
Finder is a great tool” and “Journal Finder is sensa-
tional” were representative of user perceptions and reac-
tions about its utility. Based on these usage figures and
comments, as well as the numerous other testimonials
that have been personally presented to staff, the library is
confident that Journal Finder has been a hugely success-
ful public service program. In addition, its ability to pro-
vide sophisticated use statistics has made it a boon for
administrative decisions about both print and electronic
resources.

At its introduction, however, there were matters about
which library staff were not so sanguine. For instance,
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questions arose about whether local users would come to
the library to use print holdings or choose delivery of a
print article to their homes or offices through unmedi-
ated document delivery. Also unclear was whether patrons
would choose unmediated document delivery through a
private information broker, resulting perhaps in steep de-
clines in interlibrary loan activity. There was also the
question of whether the unconstrained offering of pay-
per-view titles through Journal Finder would result in
large numbers of pay-per-view requests, thereby render-
ing this option impossible to support financially. Though
it has only been two years since Journal Finder was in-
troduced on UNCG’s campus, limited, initial data now
exists to examine impact in these areas as described in
this article.

As indicated above, although UNCG continues to see
moderate use of unmediated document delivery through
a private information broker service, the amount of use
has not changed significantly. And, interlibrary loan bor-
rowing activity has declined over the past four years. On
the other hand, the library is experiencing higher costs
with regard to pay-per-view provision. This was ex-
pected and is attributable to the fact that pay-per-view is
a convenient and immediate form of access to needed in-
formation and to the fact that a considerable number
of pay-per-view titles have been added to Journal
Finder as access options. Even though the pay-per-view
costs to the library have risen, they are well within the
levels expected and are partially offset by print journal
cancellations.

The Journal Finder staff is considering several types of
improvements for Journal Finder. In an attempt to make
its search interface and subsequent Web pages as intui-
tive and navigable as possible, Journal Finder will soon
undergo thorough usability testing. At the same time, ef-
forts will be made to give it the capability to automati-
cally populate interlibrary loan forms with article infor-
mation that is extracted from citation databases. Such a
feature should result in improved efficiency and effective-
ness for interlibrary loan operations. Finally, though the
forms of several planned improvements are presently
vague and inchoate, the linking capabilities made pos-
sible through the use of OpenURL have the potential for
significant future enhancements to Journal Finder.

Through its first two years, Journal Finder has dem-
onstrated its worthiness and fidelity to its original purpose:
providing users direct, unfettered access to all journal lit-
erature through a single, integrated interface, indepen-
dent of the user’s location. This has occurred without
dramatic or unanticipated increases in funding for sup-
port of the free access to journal articles that it furnishes.

As the amount of journal information in electronic for-
mat increases, the authors anticipate that the transparent
and seamless linking between resources that Journal
Finder provides will also increase, as will its centrality to
Jackson Library’s basic aim of supplying core and pe-
ripheral journal literature to its users.
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